
Following earlier events in Glasgow and
Dublin, the ILEC Conference Centre in
London’s Earls Court was, once again,
the venue for this one-day gathering,
organised by GeoAware, the training and
events arm of Verisk Geoinformation.

Despite a somewhat smaller
attendance than in previous years, a
three-track conference programme,
with an opening keynote from David
Wood, Government Head of Geography,
featured topics ranging from 3D cities
to mobile mapping, aerial surveying to
Open Source GIS, and from exploiting
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A warm welcome awaited those who braved a late November
chill to attend this ever-popular annual event

geodata for risk management in
the insurance sector to Augmented
Reality support for the sharing
of location intelligence.

A 34-strong contingent of
exhibitors kept visitors abreast of
the latest developments, while
a GeoQuiz and other interactive
activities were on offer. And with
mulled wine and mince pies to
send them on their way, visitors
would not have left disappointed.
All photos GeoConnexion
except where stated.

Skyline Software Systems demonstrated the
latest version (7.1.1) of TerraExplorer for Web.
New features of this 3D GIS viewer include a
viewshed tool, contour and slope maps, and
enhancements to the area tool. The latest
version also offers increased support for
feature, elevation and 3DML layers, and a GUI
redesign. Photo: GeoAware

David Pegg and Pascal Coulon from SCISYS UK
were demonstrating Cartosys, an OGC and
INSPIRE-compliant toolkit that integrates a
user’s existing Open Source and COTS products.
The Managed Service was used by UK Power
Networks to build a replacement for its
Distributed Generation (DG) Mapping Tool in just
10 weeks

KOREC Group’s Darrell Theobalds and Lucy
Hamilton were promoting the Nomad 5,
Trimble’s newest Android mobile handheld
for GIS data collection

Cadline was showcasing the completely re-designed and
refreshed user interface that comes with the latest version
(v3) of its DynamicMaps WebGIS

‘Hot off the press from Dennis Maps was the new London
National Park City map. This large-format, folded publication
was crowdfunded by Urban Good, which works to improve
the urban environment.’

Personnel from 42 Engineer Regiment
(Geographic) were on hand to explain the role of
Geographic Technicians in creating products and
data that military commanders can use to make
informed decisions

A comprehensive range of exhibits complemented the
conference programme. Photo: GeoAware
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Attracting delegates from across the marine industry, this
annual event proved as popular as ever

More than 80 delegates attended the event whose speakers included (pictured from L-R) OceanWise MD Dr Mike
Osborne, Leigh Dodds, Warren Vick, Martin Jones, Nick Lambert and Dr. Katie Medcalf. Photos: GeoConnexion
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GeoVille Information Systems
and Data Processing GmbH

A global leader in satellite-based land
monitoring solutions

In the last 20 years, we have established
a broad international client base and
successfully implemented more than
440 client solutions. We combine
technical excellence with a profound
knowledge of application requirements
to deliver benefits through information
services.

By providing fully automatic B2B
land monitoring solutions, we enable
geographic accounting of human and
natural dynamics. Thereby, we focus on
affordable and quality controlled geo-
information.

Just recently GeoVille has founded
Geo4Agri B.V. in the Netherlands to
service highly specialised data streams
to the AgroFood industry.

Got interested?

GeoVille is continuously looking for
partnerships to create new businesses
and we are keen to start working with
you.

GGGEEEOOOVVVIIILLLLLLEEE

GeoVille Information Systems and
Data Processing GmbH
Sparkassenplatz 2
6020 Innsbruck, Austria
Tel: +43 512 562021-0
Email: info@geoville.com
www.geoville.com
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RUGGED COMPUTERS FOR
TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS

Handheld Group is a manufacturer of
ultra-rugged mobile computers built
rugged from the inside and out. Our
tablets and handhelds can withstand
tough field work days, with water, dust,
shock and extreme temperatures.

Together with a strong network of
reselling partners Handheld supply
rugged computers to a wide area of
field applications, often in the most
demanding environments.

Handheld has local subsidiaries
worldwide and online product
information in several languages.
Contact us today to learn more!

Visit us at INTERGEO in Frankfurt
We’re in Hall 12, booth 12.0C.031

HANDHELD

Handheld Group AB
Tel HQ: +46 (0)510 54 71 70
info@handheldgroup.com
www.handheldgroup.com
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The NAUTIZ X9 ultra-rugged Android PDA
is tough-as-nails and can handle any
environment a field worker might encounter.
Learnmore at: www.handheldgroup.com/
NAUTIZ-X9

The ALGIZ 8X ultra-rugged tablet comes with
an 8-inch capacitive touchscreen and has
rain- and glovemode. Learnmore at: www.
handheldgroup.com/ALGIZ-8X

Hexagon is a global leader in digital
solutions that create Autonomous
Connected Ecosystems (ACE), a state
where data is connected seamlessly
through the convergence of the
physical world with the digital, and
intelligence is built-in to all processes.

Hexagon’s industry-specific solutions
leverage domain expertise in sensor
technologies, software and data
orchestration to create Smart Digital
Realities™ that improve productivity
and quality across manufacturing,
infrastructure, safety and mobility
applications.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B)
has approximately 18,000 employees
in 50 countries and net sales of
approximately 3.5bn EUR. Learn more
at hexagon.com and follow us @
HexagonAB.

INTERGEO
Hall 12.1 Booth 12.1D.023
Frankfurt, Germany
16-18October 2018

Smart CityWorld Congress
Stand #C-343
Barcelona, Spain
13-15November 2018

World of Concrete
BoothC-4852
Las Vegas, USA
21-25 January 2019
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Spring Edi!on - March 2019

To book your entry, email Micki NOW:
mickiknight@geoconnexion.com

For only £300, be part of the twice
yearly Supplier’s Company Showcase

No Artwork needed!
Published in the March/April

Print and Online edi!ons, plus Bonus
Distribu!ons at Major Events in

March, April, May

Only

£300

OCEANWISE MARINE DATA
MANAGEMENT AND GIS WORKSHOP

the marine community’s ‘voice’ is heard
and heeded in important developments
such as those spearheaded by the
Geospatial Commission. Indeed, it was
Captain Martin Jones from the Cabinet
Office who updated delegates on current
activities, including the receipt of some
230 responses to the Commission’s call for
evidence – twice as many as he expected.

In further presentations, Nick Lambert
from NLA International, Dr. Katie Medcalf
from Environment Systems and Jonathan
Craig from Peel Ports covered topics ranging
from smart ports to hydrographic chart
production and the creation of stormmodels.
Leigh Dodds from the Open Data Institute
offered his thoughts on “Treating Data
as Infrastructure” while Robert Proctor of
OceanWise brought delegates up-to-date on
developments in portable tide gauges, real-
time wave sensors and air quality modelling
at ports and harbours at home and abroad,

Presentations from the day’s
proceedings can be found on the
OceanWise website at https://www.
oceanwise.eu/ldn_workshop_18/ and the
next event is scheduled to take place in
London on the 26th November 2019

Convened in central London at the end of
November, this free-to-attend, one-day
gathering hosted by OceanWise often
kick-starts important discussions around
marine data developments, technological
advancements and GIS implementation.
This year was no exception, with Warren

Vick of Europa Technologies outlining his
vision of a ‘true’ map of the UK, i.e., one
where land and sea join seamlessly. The
goal: an interleaved, vector-based map that
preserves as much cartographic convention
as possible and which is offered as a service.

Another priority is to ensure that
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